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Overview           
 
The Do-X seaplane is an incredible German seaplane transport 
aircraft you can add to your arsenal in Global War – 2nd edition.  This 
set introduces rules for seaplanes, seaplane bases, and air transports 
which will serve as the basis for future expansions.  
 
Historical Board Gaming’s line of 3D printed sets are designated in 
rules as “TPD” followed by a letter (TPDA, TPDB etc…) so you rules 
can be referenced in future expansions.  Players of Global War-1st 
edition and Axis & Allies 1940 will find these rules compatible with 
those systems.  This set is TDPBa –We have split our original TDPB 
(which also featured the Me-323) into two sets.

Set Contents           

 

Do-X Base Set 

Do-X Seaplanes (x1) (3D Printed in Black and Grey) 
Seaplane Base (x 6) 
Rule Set (x1) 
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TDPB(a) 1.0 SEAPLANES         

 

1.1: A seaplane is an aircraft for all game purposes (except for 1.2 
below) and may not land on water.  It is required to land in a coastal 
zone.  Seaplanes may not land on aircraft carriers or use air bases. 
 
1.2: A seaplane treats a naval base as if it were an air base, allowing 
it to scramble, extend its range and reinforce a territory from a base 
captured this turn. 
 
1.3: A seaplane may land in a zone captured this turn in combat so 
long as that zone contains a (recently captured) naval base or 
seaplane base. A seaplane that participated in combat could land in 
such a zone in non-combat movement. However; such a seaplane 
could not fly a combat mission without enough movement points to 
return to a friendly zone.  (Note: The Do-X included in this set is not a 
combat seaplane.) 
 

TDPB(A) 2.0 SEAPLANE BASES      

  
 
2.0 Seaplane Bases: Sea plane bases were important facilities 
throughout the 1920s and 1930s.  Seaplanes were opened up new 
and quicker routes to areas in the Pacific and South America where 
there were no serviceable airfields.  Seaplanes were an important 
part of all national arsenals in World War II to provide maritime patrol, 
anti-submarine duties, search and rescue, and other duties. 
 
2.1: A Seaplane Base is a facility that can act as an airbase for 
seaplanes.  Like a regular air base, it allows seaplanes that begin 
there to add one to their movement.  A seaplane base also allows up 
to 3 seaplanes to “scramble” from the base and participate in a naval 
battle in an adjacent sea zone. 
 
2.2  A seaplane base can sustain 3 damages before it is removed 
from the map and must be rebuilt.  It can be repaired if it has one or 
two damages.  A seaplane base costs 3 IPP. It has no inherent anti-
aircraft guns.  It requires one turn to build. 
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TDPB(a) 2.0 : AIR TRANSPORTS       

 
2.0 Air Transport: An air transport can carry 1 infantry-class unit in 
non-combat movement only.  An air transport can move and pick up 
passengers but must land when it delivers its cargo.  An air transport 
is always chosen last in combat.  An air transport may not land on an 
aircraft carrier.  Some air transports may be used to deliver 
paratroopers in combat movement.  Such delivery is subject to ant-
aircraft fire and air superiority combat per Global War 2nd edition 
rules.

TPDB(A) 3.0 DORNIER Do-X         
 

 
 
The Do-X was a very large flying boat built in Germany in 1929 as an 
airliner.  The Do-X could carry up to 100 passengers on short flights 
and 66 on longer ones. The Do-X had a range of 1,056 miles.  This 
unit represents a (never built) military transport version. 
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Do-X (Seaplane / Air transport) 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Do-X NA NA 5 9 

 
Availability: January, 1929 
Airliner: The Do-X may not deliver paratroopers. 
Transport Capacity: 1 Infantry class unit in non-combat movement 
only. 
 

APPENDIX A : GLOBAL-1st edition & AXIS & ALLIES 1940 
  

 
The Do-X should integrate with the both Global War 1939 and Axis & 
Allies games seamlessly if you use the rules provided.  In the Set up 
Changes (Appendix B), allow Germany to exchange any aircraft for a 
Do-X at start of game. 
 

APPENDIX B : SET UP CHANGES      

  
 

Nation Change 

Germany Germany player may, at start of game, exchange any 
other air transport for a Do-X. 

Japan Add one seaplane base to any two islands of the 
Japanese player’s choice. 

USA Add one seaplane base in Aleutian Islands (Dutch 
Harbor) and Midway Island. 

United 
Kingdom 

Place a Seaplane base in the Solomon Islands 

 

APPENDIX C : STRATEGY        
 
Do-X: Global War 2nd Edition rules allow you to move units via air 
transport in non-combat movement into a territory you captured this 
turn if that territory contains an air base.   The Do-X treats naval 
bases as air bases and thus, the Do-X provides a good way to 
reinforce the capture of Northern Algeria, the Suez, Malta, Gibraltar., 
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or even the British Isles. It could also reinforce otherwise inaccessible 
areas along the Black Sea. 
 
Seaplane Bases: Seaplane bases help extend the Do-X’s range.  
Their low cost relative to air bases make them a decent combination 
to get your Do-X’s further afield from bases in the Baltic or 
Mediterranean. 

 
Further information on the Do-X HERE 
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Additional like pieces in this set can be purchased at Historical Board 
Gaming: 
 
Do-X Set 
Seaplane Markers 
 
 

If you have and corrections to this document or ideas to make it a 
better set please email us at info@historicalboardgaming.com 
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